for cities & governments

THE GOOD DATA TO MAKE CITIES GREENER
Vianova enables cities to better integrate and manage connected, shared and autonomous
mobility in the public space. Our platform helps cities and mobility operators better
collaborate and communicate, in order to foster more liveable and breathable streets.

Manage mobility in the era of on-demand transport
Control in real-time the deployments of shared mobility operators
Use insights to plan new infrastructure such as mobility hubs, bike lanes, etc.
Create, implement, and audit regulation policies

Share and get access to reliable mobility data
Access, integrate, and share accurate mobility data streams
Meet other mobility operators' data needs
Perform customized computations and visualisations

Repurpose space for new needs & optimize the curb
Analyze, measure, and improve curb usage to meet your goals
Model alternatives and evaluate their potential downstream effects
Create a feedback loop to improve policies based on your local priorities

Trusted by cities and transport operators

Vianova is a technology and service provider working with city councils and other
authorities, mobility providers, public transport operators, consultancies, and future
mobility actors interested in leveraging connected vehicles data.

OUR WORK IN ACTION
IMPROVED ROAD SAFETY
Identification of near-miss events with vulnerable road uses
through AI-based algorithms
Reduction of complaints and wrongly parked e-scooter by
75%

CURBSIDE MANAGEMENT
Visualization of aggregated trips by road segment
Collection of data from logistics services and automotive
manufacturers
Insights on double parking, curb usage, and road usage by
delivery vans

SHARED MOBILITY INTEGRATION
Integration of mobility operators with real-time data feeds
Planning of new cycle lanes and reserved parking infrastructures
Creation of +250 spatial management policies
Insights on shared mobility's role in sustainable transport

OUR ACHIEVEMENTS
AWARDS

WORLDWIDE PRESENCE
+50 mobility operators
+60 cities
+30 countries

TOP 3 - Software République 2021
TOP 10 - European Startup Prize 2022
TOP 10 - Energy Tech Challenge 2021
TOP 10 - AI4 Cities 2021
TOP 25 - X-Europe 2021
Reuter & i-Nov Tenders Laureate

Contact: inquiry@vianova.io
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